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When we look back on our lives, what will be the moments that we 
remember? The moment we held our child in the delivery room? The day 
we said “I do?” The day we moved out?

Why do we remember the moments like these? There’s something 
invigorating about doing things for the very first time on your own. 
From a huge life milestone to an everyday little victory, moments of 
independence can mark the start of a new chapter in any story. 

Ocean Spray’s cooperative nature has been helping farmers tell their 
stories for years. It is a company built off of authenticity, trust, and 
support. As Millennials write their stories, they’re on the lookout for 
brands that represent their own values and ever-changing lifestyles. 
Might Ocean Spray fit the bill?

With $5 and $10 million dollar budgets, Ocean Spray asked us to create 
a campaign that would:

•Increase brand equity by 7%+ amongst Millennials  
•Grow household penetration by 415,500+ Millennial households 
•Drive relevance of the brand across Millennial consumers

The truth is, Millennials like Ocean Spray. But that doesn’t mean that 
our objectives will be a piece of cake to reach. The members of this 
generation don’t live their lives in cranberry bogs. What current Ocean 
Spray marketing struggles to give Millennials is a reason to care. Most 
Millennials don’t think Ocean Spray is for them. 

If we want to give this generation a reason to truly care about the brand, 
we must create a relevant and truthful campaign that connects with 
Millennials on a deeper level. We must create a campaign that connects 
with Millennials where they are, comforts them when the need it most, 
and celebrates the vibrant lives they are living. 

And that’s exactly what we did.
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Getting Our Feet WetGetting Our Feet Wet

So what’s the problem?
Results were positive across the board. 
Immediately we knew, the problem was  
neither brand awareness nor product quality.  
There seemed to be a deeper issue with  
brand perception, one that was hidden 

 below the surface. So naturally, we put  
on our thinking caps to take a closer look.

Ocean Spray knocks it out of the park with the 45+ demographic, so why aren’t as 
many Millennials reaching for Ocean Spray products? Before jumping in, we conducted 
initial surveys, taste tests, and focus groups to get an overview of Millennial brand 
perceptions. Here’s what we discovered:

Millennials know Ocean Spray…
Almost every single focus group respondent knew of the brand. When we asked how, 
most referenced “those two funny guys in the bog.” And when we asked what first 
comes to mind when someone mentions Ocean Spray? Juice, juice, and more juice.

...and they like it! 
Our surveys showed that Ocean Spray is the top brand name juice to be found in the 
Millennial fridge. The majority of our focus group and taste test respondents confirmed 
their approval of the Ocean Spray brand and product line as well.

Top of Mind

Brand 
Awareness

96% Juice
4% Cranberry Sauce
2% Snacks

60% Positive
30% Neutral
10% Negative
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Competitive Analysis: The Glass is More Than Half Full
We began by taking a look at Ocean Spray’s major competitors in the juice and food markets. Right away, we noticed something 

interesting. Across both markets, each brand’s messaging seemed to be focused on a combination of three identical claims.

We analyzed the effectiveness of these messages 
with the help of surveys, taste tests, and focus 
groups. Responses to convenience and family/
farmer-ownership were positive in relation to both 
juice and snack brands. 
But participants were not so convinced when it 
came to health benefits. This is because many 
Millennials don’t think juice is healthy—

54% of our survey respondents said that juice 
contains too much sugar. 

And according to our consumer diaries, Millennials 
most often choose to drink juice because they 

want something that tastes good, not necessarily 
something that’s healthy. Therefore, a health-
focused campaign wouldn’t do us any favors. 

  
But it also wouldn’t do us any good to echo 
what every other juice and snack brand is saying. 
Consumers’ glasses are overflowing with the same 
messages. We realized there was an opportunity 
staring us right in the face—

Ocean Spray had a chance to pour Millennials 
a glass of something they rarely taste from 

traditional advertising. 

“Our products are good for you”

“Our products are convenient to fit your lifestyle”

“Our company is family/farmer-owned”
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24-25
Finishing up college or just graduating... 

What’s next?
Looking for new relationships

Financially unstable
Concerned with the present

Millennials: Who Are They Really?

The Nervous Newbies
26-30

Finally embarking on chosen career 
paths... Will they succeed?
Adjusting to married life

Financially stable... for now
Concerned with the present and future

The Budding Professionals
31-35

Balancing established careers with new 
families at home...Too much to handle?

Happily (and some not so happily) married
Financially stable

Concerned with the future

The Seasoned Vets

When we compared these segments side-by-side, we realized something. Despite a somewhat shallow age range of 24 – 35, Millennials are a vastly diverse group of 
individuals. Some are still living the single life in college dorms, while others are out in the world starting families. And although they all fall under our target market umbrella, the 
Millennials in each category face very different challenges.

And that’s what makes this target market oh-so-hard to reach for so many brands. Many attempt to put Millennials in a stereotypical box, designing their marketing for the 
“smartphone-addicted” or “lazy” generation. Others create messaging to appeal to one of these market segments, driving away Millennial consumers focused on other things.  
    
A recent college graduate and a young soccer mom don’t have much in common... Or do they?
     
In designing a campaign, we knew we could work off of a predictable generalization or a handpicked market segment. But there’d be nothing groundbreaking about that. In 
order to fully understand our target market, we wanted to distill something that would resonate across each segment and everywhere in between.

What if Ocean Spray could capture the universal ingredient in the Millennial experience? 

To begin understanding our target market, we broke Millennials down into three distinct groups.



These are the years for change—coming into your own and “adulting.” From new 
careers to new houses to new relationships to new families, it means something 
different to each and every Millennial. The one thing they all have in common?  
They are out there doing their own thing for the first time. And that’s a pretty  
big deal.

Meet the Pioneers

Millennials are Pioneers, each 
conquering life’s brand new experiences 

and challenges in their own ways.  
That is the universal ingredient. 

So what determines brand equity and 
household penetration from the Pioneer 

perspective? We moved on to investigate how 
Ocean Spray measured up when it came to 

what the target market values most in a brand. 
5
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You guessed it: Millennials are a social bunch. They have grown up with digital 
technology at their fingertips and are tech-savvy like no generation before1 

— almost 98% own a smartphone2. Millennials use social media as a tool to 
foster relationships with each other and with brands. 

The percentage of Millennials who engage with brands online exceeds that 
of older consumers by over 150%3. And 62% say that they are more likely to 
make a purchase if a brand connects with them on social media4. In order 
to engage this demographic, brands need more than a significant online 
presence; they need to know how to utilize it in a way that resonates with 
Millennials.

Connection

We analyzed Ocean Spray’s social media to see if Millennials were engaging 
with the brand online. Around 80% of all social media content focused on a 
visual of a dish or drink. The most common themes for posts included:

• Recipes
• Product features
• Promotional events (some featuring the replicated bogs)
• The actual bogs
• Current events or celebrity endorsements 
• Seasons and holidays

The online presence is there. But because 85%+ of engagement came from 
users older than Millennials, we gave Ocean Spray 3 out of 10 Craisins. 

How does Ocean Spray measure up?

1.  Journal of Promotion Management   2. Nielsen   3. The Boston Consulting Group   4. Forbes   

Ocean Spray must increase connection 
through social and digital content that’s 

carefully crafted to resonate with Millennials. 

Key Insight:
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Millennials have other things to worry about; they don’t have the time or patience for 
gimmicks or products disguised as something they’re not. This demographic is quick to 
respect companies that are up-front about who they are, what they do, and what they 
have to offer the consumer. In fact, Millennials would much rather see this over flashy 
advertisements5. 

They want to know that a company has true intentions. When considering a purchase, 
88% of Millennials say they are at least moderately influenced by a company’s ethics6. 
And when it comes to snacking, 68% say they want companies to be honest about 
where all those ingredients came from7.

Authenticity 

How does Ocean Spray measure up?
Millennials view Ocean Spray as a high-quality brand with high-
quality products; this was revealed in our initial research. Only 10% 
of Millennials told us they have a negative opinion of the brand. We 
gave Ocean Spray 9 out of 10 Craisins because across all forms of 
research, we saw very little indication of distrust or disapproval in the 
brand or where its ingredients come from. 

A campaign focused on Ocean Spray’s history and cooperative 
structure would project authenticity, but Ocean Spray is already 
winning on this front.

Key Insight:
  A groundbreaking campaign will 

maintain authenticity, but place more  
of a focus on bigger problem areas.

Say they are influenced 
by a company’s ethics

Want companies to be 
honest about ingredients

88%

68%

5.  The Washington Times   6.  Our surveys  7.  Nutraceuticals World



How does Ocean Spray measure up?
On the surface, everyone seemed to like “those two funny guys in 

the bog,” but when we asked focus group respondents  
to elaborate, we continually got responses like:

“I remember them from 2009” 
“They’re old and cute” 

“It didn’t feel relatable”  
“I wouldn’t tell my friend about it later” 

“It wouldn’t be memorable to younger audiences”

…none of which seemed to scream relevance. In fact, quite the 
opposite. While they appreciate the humor in this marketing 

strategy, Millennials don’t live their lives in cranberry bogs. They 
immediately label these commercials as funny advertisements trying 

to sell them something. This is a problem because the majority of 
Millennials told us that their awareness of Ocean Spray comes from 

“those two guys”. We gave Ocean Spray 1 out of 10 Craisins.

A relevant brand is a brand that makes sense in the immediate, 
everyday lives of the target market. More than three quarters 
of Millennials say they don’t trust traditional advertising that 
screams “buy this product”8. Instead, they have a tendency to 
seek out brands that fit into their lives on a personal level—50% 
say that who they are as a person is represented by the brands 
they support9. 

Our survey respondents agreed, 95% saying that a  
brand’s personal connection to their lives may  
affect their decision to purchase a product. 

Establishing a relevant connection with  
Millennials requires an awareness of  
their lives and the product’s natural  
role within those lives. 

Relevance

8
8.   AdWeek  9.  The Boston Consulting Group



Relevance: The Product

We also took a look at relevance when it came to Ocean Spray’s most recognized product. We’ll start with the good news: 
Results on over 1,000 surveys indicated that Millennials like juice just as much as older generations. But we know that they 
aren’t going out of their way to purchase Ocean Spray juice as often as older generations. The bad news? This also has a 
little something to do with lack of relevance. 

Millennials have a tendency to think juice is for children, 89% to be exact10. In addition, three quarters of the target market 
specifically consumed Ocean Spray juice in their own childhoods10. When your life is about “adulting”, your childhood 
years are way back in the rearview mirror. The product is therefore something that used to be much more relevant to 
Millennials’ lives. Because 94% of Millennials associate Ocean Spray with juice10, this impacts brand perception. 

A Blast From the Past?

                     
   Key Insight:

 Millennials no longer think the product is for them, and current advertising fails to convince 
them otherwise. Ocean Spray must connect with the Millennial experience in a personal 

way to re-establish relevance.

Show Me More

This generation is also looking to keep things interesting when it comes to beverages—nearly half of Millennials 
say they’re plain bored with standard juice flavors10. But Ocean Spray product line awareness is limited amongst 
Millennials. Fewer than 18% of Millennials are aware that Ocean Spray carries unique juice flavors11. And only 31% 
know of the Ocean Spray Cran-Energy line11.          
 

             
Key Insight:
A campaign that features less-traditional products in addition to Ocean Spray classics will be relevant to 
Millennial taste buds.

9
10.   Our Surveys   11.   Fona International
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Opportunities: The Good, the Bad,  
and the Non-Traditional

Opportunity: 
Embrace the excitement and 

positivity with which Pioneers are 
moving forward.

12.  The Boston Consulting Group

Young

Tech-Savvy
Modern

Risk
Taking

Rebellious

Hip

Smart

Fun

Ocean Spray must increase connection, maintain authenticity, and most importantly, reclaim its relevance 
in the immediate lives of Millennials. A message that connects Ocean Spray to the everyday Pioneer will be 
universally relevant. Using all of our gained insight, we identified three opportunities for Ocean Spray’s role in 
the Pioneer experience:

The Good
Millennials are pretty excited about what they’re doing—69% are optimistic about what the future brings12. 
When asked for words that best described themselves, Millennials said12: 
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The Bad
These are exciting times, but they can also be a lot to handle.
Millennials spend an average of four hours worrying per day13, and 
30% feel they don’t know how to properly manage their stress13.

Studies show that Millennials oftentimes revisit past events as a source of comfort when things get a little shaky in 
the present14. The recollection of a fond memory can easily bring a smile and reduce stress levels15. No wonder trends 
such as #ThrowbackThursday and #FlashbackFriday continue to pop up all over social media14. 

A study by the Journal of Consumer Research even found Millennials to be more apt to make a related purchase 
after taking a walk down memory lane. When we consulted our survey respondents, 87% agreed that a childhood 
recollection had at some point prompted them to make a purchase in the present. 

Opportunity:
Use Ocean Spray’s connection to 
childhood to create a comforting 
response to present Pioneer 
challenges.

The Non-Traditional
While this generation grew up with an emphasis 

on the traditional family unit16, their new lives 
are anything but traditional. In the Pioneer life, 

stereotypical family structures and gender roles 
no longer apply17. Millenials come together in 
groups of all different shapes and sizes with 

people from all different backgrounds. And they 
take pride in this.

Opportunity:
Represent diversity across Pioneer 
consumers and the ways in which 

they live their lives.

13. New York Post  14. Donner Company  15. Current Directions in Psychological Science  16. Journal of Business Diversity  17. Boston Consulting Group
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How do we make sure our message sticks in the Pioneer mind (and our products multiply in the Pioneer household)? 
With national and regional approaches designed to check all our boxes:

We increase connection by reaching out to Pioneers across the social and digital platforms they use most and integrating our message with all things #trending.

We maintain authenticity by making sure our intentions ring true (and not salesy) across all media. 

We re-establish relevance by illustrating Ocean Spray’s role in the Pioneer life and highlighting a product line that’s anything-but-boring.

Creative Strategy
Anyone can throw messages at the surface of the Millennial experience. But how many brands are actually 
speaking to the adventure that is the Pioneer experience? Building a new life is thrilling and daunting and everything 
in between. We think it’s about time a brand showed this  generation some support.

“You’ve Got This.”

Our campaign celebrates and shares the vignettes of a diverse variety of 
Millennials from all different walks of life. We show Millennials out there doing 
this—taking those steps that earned them the title of Pioneers. They’re excited 
about it, and Ocean Spray is too.

 “We’ve Got You.”

Our campaign reminds Millennials that Ocean Spray is still here for them, 
even as they face new challenges. We show the Pioneers why consuming 
Ocean Spray products should be a natural part of their lives. Ocean Spray’s 
supportive voice helps Millennials recognize their lifelong relationship with the 
brand.

You’ve got this.  We’ve got you.

It’s a message that begins with a statement of confidence and ends with an affirmation of trust. Hey, we love what you’re doing, and 
we’re here for you. With words like entitled and lazy being thrown around, society can be very negative toward the Millennial audience. 
When you’re out there starting careers and families and who knows what else, a simple positive affirmation can mean a lot.

This message is authentic and personal when it comes from Ocean Spray. The Pioneers have grown up trusting the brand and consuming the product.
They will take comfort in the realization that the brand they could count on in the past is right here with them in the present. Here’s how we make this work
in the context of our campaign:

Media Strategy



National Strategy

Ocean Spray will air commercials across three different platforms: Youtube, Hulu, and traditional television. 53% of our survey respondents use Youtube at least once per day, 
and over a third of Millennials watch Hulu (2). Displaying commercials here allows Ocean Spray to reach the target demographic as they binge watch their favorite shows and 
videos on the daily. Commercials will also air on ESPN, AdultSwim, and AMC—the top 3 traditional television networks Millennials watch most (3).
 1- Business Insider  2-DMR  3-Media Life Magazine

A Taste from Home tells the story of a father helping his daughter move in 
to her first apartment. Problems arise as boxes drop and things break. We 

finally find closure to this chaos when we see that the father has left a bottle 
of Ocean Spray cranberry juice in his daughter’s nearly-empty fridge with a 
note that reads, “You’ve got this!” She finds comfort in this cherished flavor 

from her past in this scary, yet exciting, present.

Oh Baby! tells the story of expecting parents anxiously preparing for their 
soon-to-be first born child. The husband watches admiringly through the 
doorway as his wife scurries around the nursery indecisively. He consolingly 
appears with a bag of Ocean Spray Chocolate-Covered Craisins—a loving 
gesture that is sure to calm her nerves in this stressful moment.

Wake Up Call tells the story of a young man woken up late by his loyal com-
panion. He is exhausted yet visibly overjoyed when he discovers his partner 

has something that can give him the energy he needs to get going (and stay 
going) throughout the day. 

Our national strategy includes a combination of video, traditional, social, and digital approaches, each chosen to maximize the right kind of impressions. You’ve Got This. 
We’ve Got You. is fine-tuned to the nuances of each media platform. This way, we can effectively insert confidence and support into everyday (and some not so everyday) 
Pioneer moments.

Video

Password:NSAC18Team866

Password:NSAC18Team866

Wake Up Call :29

A Taste From Home 1:13

Oh Baby! :41
Link

Link

Link Password:NSAC18Team866

https://vimeo.com/261192131
https://vimeo.com/261026318
https://vimeo.com/261018168
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20. Vividata   21. Huffington Post   22. Business Insider   23. Forbes   24. AdMall   25. Social Media Today   26. BI Intelligence   27. Tripsavvy

Advertorials
67% of Millennials still read printed 

magazines and newspapers on 
a regular basis20. Comforting 

advertorials (ads disguised as 
editorials) will integrate the Ocean 

Spray brand into topics like self-
care, survival of a work week on a 

budget, and home decoration tips. 
Advertorials will run in magazines 

such as Cosmopolitan, more 
than half of whose readers are 

Millennials21.

Traditional

Social

Instagram
Half of all Millennials take to Instagram 

to document their lives24, and more 
than three quarters say user-generated 

content influences the products they buy 
and trust25. Ocean Spray’s Instagram 
campaign will encourage Millennials 

to post photos with the hashtag 
#ShowTheWayYouOceanSpray to share 

how they conquer both the big and small 
things while enjoying their favorite Ocean 
Spray products. Each week, Ocean Spray 

will share the “winning” post.

Pinterest 
Millennials respond well to ads that 

provide useful content26, and one third 
of this generation uses Pinterest for 

inspiration and direction24. Algorithm-
based marketing will use keywords 

to sponsor posts that present Ocean 
Spray products as a creative solution to 

stress.

Honeymoon Sweepstakes
About 1.4 million new couples take 
honeymoons each year27. Ocean Spray will 
help celebrate these special life moments by 
allowing 2 soon-to-be-wed Millennial couples 
to win luxurious honeymoons in Napa Valley, 
California. The contest will be promoted across 
all Ocean Spray social media, and winners 
will share their happiness through an Ocean 
Spray “Instagram takeover”.

Facebook
Facebook is the #1 downloaded 
app on Millennials’ phones22, 
and 41% use it daily23. Facebook 
ads will celebrate and support 
by showcasing Ocean Spray as 
a part of everyday victories. Ads 
are filtered by age range and user 
preferences, so Millennials will see 
moments relatable to their specific 
Pioneer perspective. 
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28. Ipsos   29. Parks Associates   30. Huffington Post  31. Business Insider

Google AdWords 
59% of Millennials turn to Google for cooking inspiration30. Google AdWords 
will place links to easy-to-understand, Millennial-friendly Ocean Spray 
recipes at the top of prospective chefs’ search results.

BuzzFeed & BuzzFeed Tasty
Buzzfeed is a Millennial source for 
quick entertainment and recipes. 
Ocean Spray will sponsor positive 
quizzes that expand product line 
awareness and snappy articles that 
offer advice. Articles end with a 
lighthearted suggestion of a new 
product to try. Sponsored Tasty 
videos will teach Millennials new 
and fun ways to integrate Ocean 
Spray products into their everyday 
recipes as they navigate the world 
of cooking.

Youtuber Sponsorship
Millennials see YouTuber content 
as 35% more memorable and 
50% more trustworthy than other 
types of media28. Ocean Spray will 
sponsor 6 YouTubers throughout 
the year, selected based on 
Millennial viewership and their 
ability to inspire and empower. Sponsored videos integrate the brand into YouTubers’ 
vibrant lives—snacks in a daily vlog, an Ocean Spray-inspired makeup look, or 
unboxing of a Thanksgiving Care Package for first-time hosts to “win” the holiday.

Digital

Spotify & Pandora
Ocean Spray will sponsor 
playlists and stations with 
inspirational, encouraging 
music on Millennials’ top two 
streaming services31 to remind 
them they have what it takes to 
make it through the day.

Label Revamp &Augmented
 Reality Appliction
Augmented reality (AR) is on the rise, 
and Millennials are more familiar with 
this emerging technology than any 
other generation29.AR allows users 
to overlay digital media onto real-life 
objects. Ocean Spray will revamp the 
back labels of its 64 oz. juices nationwide 
with this digital twist and an extension 
of the #ShowTheWayYouOceanSpray 
campaign. 

How are Millennials conquering their day 
with Ocean Spray? Winning Millennial 
video submissions that best fit the theme 
of #ShowTheWayYouOceanSpray will 
be featured on the labels. An Ocean 
Spray AR app will allow smartphone 
users to scan and watch the videos 
and submit their own. Winning videos 
will update monthly through the app, 
keeping packaging fresh and exciting 
and encouraging repeat purchases.
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32. Marketing & Growth Hacking   33. TransitCenter   34. Eventbrite

Regional Strategy
Our regional strategy includes a combination of out-of-home, experiential, and in-store approaches. 
We’ve centered this strategy around 11 DMAs, chosen based on concentration of Millennials and 
their regional grocery purchasing habits. This way, we make sure money is spent effectively and in 
places where Millennials are all ears. 

Out-of-Home/Experiential

Starbucks is a Millennial fan favorite, known for its 
trendy, Instagrammable concoctions. Its limited-

time-only Frappuccinos have caused massive 
social media frenzies32. Ocean Spray will partner 
with Starbucks to offer a Deep Sea Frappuccino 

for 5 days in sweltering July. 

Millennials can also cool off with the Deep Sea 
Frappuccino Snapchat filter while sipping their 

drink at participating Starbucks. It’s a quirky, hip 
reminder that Ocean Spray’s got their backs—

bringing the brand to the forefront of their minds 
and social media feeds.

Bus Interior
Millennials use public transportation 

2 to 3 times more often than all older 
generations33. Bus ads with just the 

right amount of positivity target young 
professionals during their commute.

Music Festival
Within the past year, almost a third 
of Millennials have attended music 
festivals and 84% of them did so to 
escape stress34. 
Ocean Spray will sponsor up-and-
coming young artists at popular music 
festivals across DMAs. A stageside 
branded photo booth and juice and 
snack stations encourage attendees to 
unwind and make memories together. 

Starbucks Partnership &Snapchat Geo-Filter
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In-Store
Traditional brick-and-mortars aren’t quite out of the picture yet. In 2017, traditional grocery 
stores still received 90% of Millennial dollars spent on food consumed at home35. Millennials 
are one-stop, no frill shoppers, making Walmart36 and grocery warehouses37 their top choices 
for groceries. Ocean Spray will target this realm of grocery retailers across all DMAs to show 
Millennials some in-store support.

Coupons
Coupon dispensers placed in and around the juice 
aisle offer deals that make Ocean Spray a little silver 
lining in an otherwise tedious shopping trip.

Sampling
Half of our Millennial 
survey respondents said 
they’d like to give Ocean 
Spray’s more unique 
juice flavors a try. Ocean 
Spray will continue to 
increase product line 
awareness through 
in-store sample stations. 
Millennials get a chance 
to find new Ocean Spray 
favorites while they 
power through their 
regular shopping.

Cart Signage
8 out of 10 Millennial moms with 

young children say that their lives are 
“exhausting38”, and Millennial parents are 

especially likely to shop brick-and-mortar39. 
Cart signage will target Millennials with kids 

in tow, providing encouragement and keeping 
Ocean Spray on the brain.

End-Caps
Impulse buying makes end-cap display 
items sell eight times as fast as their 
normally-shelved counterparts40. And 
no other generation impulse buys 
like Millennials41. Ocean Spray end-
caps will be complete with the printed 
recipes and products Millennials need 
to handle food prep for Thanksgiving, 
Friendsgiving, Superbowl parties, and 
more.

35. Business Insider, Earnest  36. Progressive Grocer  37. InMarket   38. State of Modern Motherhood Study   39. Barkley  40. National Geographic   41. Forbes
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Media Plan and Budget
You’ve Got This. We’ve Got You. will run for Ocean Spray’s 2018-2019 
operating year. Given a $5 million budget, we spend dollars selectively 
to ensure the best return on investment; roughly 40% of the $5 million 
goes toward social and digital tactics, where we drive Ocean Spray’s 
everyday relevance online. With a $10 million budget, we distribute 
our dollars more evenly to allow for a few fun, experimental methods. 
Contingencies factor in necessary adjustments and unexpected costs.

$5M $5M Impressions $10M $10M Impressions

Youtube Pre-Rolls $360,000 7,000,000 $534,600 9,244,440

Hulu Pre-Rolls $270,000 9,007,378 $400,950 11,243,281

Traditional Television $1,016,673 14,458,500 $1,509,759 17,484,358

Advertorials $125,760 860,500 $206,754 1,704,076

Facebook $200,000 27,816,411 $297,000 32,356,049

Instagram $140,000 19,870,000 $207,900 21,958,020

Pinterest $214,800 1,337,433 $318,978 2,365,299

Honeymoon Sweepstakes $54,000 641,520 $54,000 641,520

Youtuber Sponsorship $144,000 6,000,000 $213,840 7,083,808

Label Revamp $26,800 11,642,400 $26,800 11,642,400

Augmented Reality App $200,000 3,300,000 $200,000 3,300,000

Google Adwords $250,000 N/A $371,250 N/A

Buzzfeed $175,000 3,300,000 $259,875 5,356,017

Buzzfeed Tasty $230,000 5,000,000 $341,550 6,111,550

Pandora $87,000 4,761,000 $129,195 4,801,178

Spotify $105,000 5,000,000 $155,925 5,650,925

Starbucks $1,000,000 2,400,000

Snapchat Geo-Filter $275,000 1,015,000

Bus Interior $137,250 5,840,000 $203,816 6,917,749

Music Festival $1,000,000 3,560,000

In-Store Coupons $70,500 28,220,000 $104,693 30,412,982

Sampling $400,000 6,400,000 $594,000 7,271,599

Cart Signage $241,842 3,200,000 $359,135 4,275,067

Endcaps $165,000 8,250,000 $245,025 9,382,041

Jun.
18

Jul.
18

Aug.
18

Sept.
18

Oct.
18

Nov.
18

Dec.
18

Jan.
19

Feb.
19

Mar.
19

Apr.
19

May
19

Video

Youtube Pre-Rolls

Hulu Pre-Rolls

Traditional Television

Traditional

Advertorials

Social

Facebook

Instagram

Pinterest

Honeymoon Sweepstakes

Digital

Youtuber Sponsorship

Label Revamp

Augmented Reality App

Google Adwords

Buzzfeed

Buzzfeed Tasty

Pandora

Spotify

Out-Of-Home/Experiential

Starbucks

Snapchat Geo-Filter

Bus Interior

Music Festival

In-Store

In-Store Coupons

Sampling

Cart Signage

Endcaps

$5M $10M

Production Costs $130,000 $400,000

Contingency $256,375 $589,955

We’re not wasting any time--we employ our more novel, post-worthy tactics within the first 
months to generate buzz and put Ocean Spray on the trending map. We follow with more 

traditional approaches, carefully selected to make the brand a natural part of this generation’s 
every day. Thanksgiving is huge for Ocean Spray, so we’ve also made sure scheduling allows for 

emphasis on the brand’s role in Millennials’ Turkey Day.
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A Recipe for Success

MeasurementObjective A Taste of the Impact
A brand equity score of 

8.8+ by mid 2019.
Ocean Spray will use 
Millward Brown data 

and Sawtooth Software 
surveys to track changes 
in equity and Millennial 

brand perceptions.

Expected Results

Grow household 
penetration by 
at least 415,500 

households 
among 

Millennials.

Household penetration 
increased by 415,500+ 
households by early 2020.

82 out of 100 focus group respondents said that our media, when 
compared side-by-side with “those two guys”, would make them feel 
more compelled to make a purchase:

“It feels authentic, which is something I personally look for in a brand.” 
“After watching the video and understanding the tagline, it would 
change my mind on what juice brand I buy.”

This is an indication that You’ve Got This. We’ve Got You. will increase 
Ocean Spray sales among Millennials.

Ocean Spray will 
track retail sales 
and purchasing 

data using 
Nielsen Catalina 

Solutions.

Ocean Spray will track key performance indicators (KPIs) throughout You’ve Got This. We’ve Got You. This will allow us to keep an eye on the ongoing effectiveness of each 
piece of the campaign and adjust accordingly if necessary. KPIs include:

• Click Through Rates and engagement on Google, Hulu, Pinterest, YouTube, Buzzfeed, and Facebook
• Time spent viewing pre-rolls on YouTube and Hulu
• Organic shares on Facebook, Pinterest, and Buzzfeed
• Augmented reality application downloads and engagement

To evaluate our ability to deliver on campaign objectives, we shared You’ve Got This. We’ve Got You. with 100 Millennial focus group respondents. And they really had 
something to say.

90 out of 100 focus group respondents said they felt a personal 
connection to You’ve Got This. We’ve Got You:

“It gives feelings of comfort.”   
“It makes you feel supported.”
“This is one of those brands that actually made a real connection.”
This is an indication that we’ve placed value in the brand itself, a key 
differentiator when your glass is overflowing with traditional advertising.

Generate a 7%+ 
increase in

brand equity 
among the Millennial 

audience from a 
current score of 8.3. 

MeasurementObjective A Taste of the Impact Expected Results



Conclusion
...And that’s what we like to call relevance. A campaign that increases connection, maintains 
authenticity, and makes a personal connection to the lives Millennials are actually living.

A campaign for the woman accepting the diploma she earned against all odds.
A campaign for the young couple holding the first game night in their newly purchased home.
A campaign for the man looking into his newborn’s eyes for the very first time.
A campaign that isn’t afraid to embrace the good, the bad, and the non-traditional and 
demonstrates the power of Ocean Spray as a constant through it all.

We know that this is a big step for Ocean Spray, 
but don’t worry--You’ve got this. We’ve got you.
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